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APPROACH
The approach combines theoretical wave evolution models and numerical solutions of these models and solutions of the full Navier-Stokes equations. The theoretical models require some simplifications that, depending on the specific situation, may include restriction to two-layer flows, one-dimensional propagation, weak nonlinearity and either weakly non-hydrostatic or fully hydrostatic dynamics. The models used include those in the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) family of equations modified to include higher-order nonlinearity, rotation, and transverse propagation. Fully nonlinear dynamics can be explored through an extension of the fully nonlinear, weakly non-hydrostatic internal wave theory of Miyata (1988) and Choi and Camassa (1999) to include rotation (Helfrich, 2007) . In order to study the generation process, variable topography has been included in the model. These reduced wave equation models are complemented using 2.5-and 3-dimensional Navier-Stokes numerical models when appropriate. The use of reduced models is a drastic simplification in many situations, but the insight obtained from these models can guide the analysis of more complex models and observational data obtained as part of the I WISE field study. Laboratory experiments on the LEGI-Grenoble 13-meter diameter rotating platform have also been conducted.
TASKS COMPLETED
Work during the grant has focussed primarily on theoretical and numerical study of the steepening dynamics of the nonlinear internal tide and the evolution of internal solitary waves in the presence of rotation. The presence of "simple waves" in fully-nonlinear, continuously stratified systems was studied using numerical models (Ostrovsky and Helfrich (2011) . The rotational decay of a single internal solitary wave into a nonlinear wave packet was explored in a set of laboratory experiments and comparison with theory and models (Grimshaw and Helfrich, 2011; Grimshaw, Helfrich, and Johnson, 2013) . A criterion for the breaking of the internal tide, and the subsequent production of internal solitary-like waves, has been derived theoretically and further explored to demonstrate the significance and utility of the criterion in predicting the occurance of breaking (Grimshaw, Helfrich and Johnson, 2012) . This criterion is being applied to observational data taken in the South China Sea during 2007. The effect of transverse structure of the internal tide on the steepening and breaking process has also been explored (Helfrich, in preparation) . Theoretical work on large-amplitude internal solitary waves with trapped cores (Helfrich and White, 2010) has been extended to explore mass transport in the "leaky" cores and 3-dimensional stability of the waves. All publications resulting from this grant are included in the references.
RESULTS
Is has been know for some time that rotation leads to the deacy of an initial solitary waves through a direct resonance with Poincare waves (Grimshaw, Ostrovsky and He, 1998; Melville, Tomasson and Renouard, 1989) . Recent numerical and theoretical work has shown that the long-time result of this radiational decay is a nonlinear internal wave packet governed by an extended nonlinear Schrodinger equation (Helfrich, 2007; Grimshaw and Helfrich, 2008) . In September 2009 a series of laboratory experiments were performed at the LEGI-Coriolis 13-meter rotating platform in Grenoble, France to test these ideas. The experiments were conducted using a two-layer stratification with interfacial waves generated by a lock-exchange from a lock that was 5 meters long in the direction transverse to the wave propagation direction. The lock height and the table rotation rate were varied during the experiments. Figure 1 shows a summary of the experimental results for a interfacial difference across the lock of 9 cm. The interfacial displacement, or wave amplitude t], recorded by interfacial displacements probes at 1 m and 7.64 m downstream from the lock are shown. Without rotation (Coriolis parameter/= oc) the lead disturbance is a well-defined solitary wave with constant propagation speed. The introduction of rotation leads to the emergence of a leading wave packet. The localized character of the packet is an indicator of nonlinear wave packet dynamics. Figure 2 shows an eample of a simulation of one of the experimental runs using a 3D non-hydrostatic numerical model. The packet structure emerges despite the geometric spreading inherent in the experimental set up. The simulation is in good agreement with the experiments (see Figures 2 c and d ) The experiments also show that more general initial conditions (e.g., geostrophic adjustment) will also produce the wave packets. This work is important since it broadens the type of wave groups that can be expected and may provide an explanation for observations that do not fit in the classic paradigm of a rank-ordered group of solitary-like waves. These results are presented in an article reviewing the theoretical analysis and some preliminary experimental data (Grimshaw and Helfrich, 2011) and in a final paper (Grimshaw, Helfrich, and Johnson, 2013) .
In many situations such as the South China Sea, stratified tidal flow over localized topography leads to the radiation of a low-mode internal tide. This internal tide many subsequently steepen due to nonlinearity and produce internal solitary-like waves. However, it is know that rotation acts to slow the steepening and may prevent the emergence of the shorter solitary-like waves (Gerkema, 1996; Helfrich and Grinshaw, 2008) . The question of whether an internal tide will steepen has been addressed using the Ostrovsky equation (the Korteweg-de Vries equation extended to include)
for the wave amplitude r](x,t). The coefficients of the nonlinear, a, nonhydrostatic, |3, and rotational terms, y, are functions of the background stratification. In the hydrostatic limit (|3 ^ 0) the reducedOstrovsky equation has been used as a model for the nonlinear evolution of the internal tide. Boyd (2005) has shown from numerical calculations that the sinusoidal initial condition r] =a sin(fcc) will evolve to breaking if3aak^/y > 1. Farmer, Li and Park (2009) and Li and Farmer (2011) have used Boyd's breaking criterion to predict the conditions which lead to emergence of internal solitary-like waves in the South China Sea.
However, the general application of this criterion is limited by the fact that it is essentially an empirical criterion applicable only to sinusoidal initial conditions. Recently we have shown theoretically that breaking will occur in the reduced-Ostrovsky equation for any initial condition that possesses a region where the Ostrovsky number Os = Sarj^x/y > 1 (Grimshaw, Helfrich, and Johnson, 2012) . For the sinusoidal initial condition this reduces to Boyd's criterion. However, this new criterion is a more powerful statement since it is a local test applied at every x of the initial condition. Also it is a condition on the maximum curvature of the initial condition, and not the slope as Farmer, Li and Park (2009) and Li and Farmer (2011) have interpreted Boyd's criterion. Numerical tests with general initial conditions demonstrate that the number of independent breaking events is equal to the number of distinct regions in the initial condition that have Os = 3ar]xx /y > 1.
The significance of this new result for oceanographic conditions is being assessed by application of the criteria to the 2007 South China Sea PIES observations of Li and Farmer (2011) . (Data kindly supplied by David Farmer.) Figure 3 shows an example of the analysis. The panels in the left column show the wave amplitude r] derived from the PIES instruments at the three moorings Al, A2, and A3 that run along an east-west line from between the two ridges in the Luzon Strait (AI) to about the 2500 m isobath (A3) (see Li and Farmer (2011) for mooring location details). The black lines are the amplitudes filtered to remove noise inherent in the PIES data, but leaving the internal tide and solitarylike waves. The red lines are the amplitude data filtered to remove the solitary-like waves, leaving only the internal tide, riude-Under some conditions solitary waves emerge from the internal tide by moorings A2 and A3. The top panel of the right column of Figure 3 shows the Ostrovsky number computed using the (red) internal tide signal at mooring Al. The continuous stratification of the SCS during the mooring period was used to compute the coefficients of (1). The bottom two panels show the amplitude of the solitary-like waves found by subtracting the filtered internal tide signal from the complete signal Visw = Tj-rjtide-The emergence of solitary-like waves at A2 and, especially, A3 is correlated with periods of O^ > I. This analysis is ongoing, but these results are encouraging and indicate the utility of the Ostrovsky number breaking criterion.
Recent observations in the South China Sea have focussed on the two-dimensional (x-y) structure and evolution of the internal tide and solitary waves. For example, how does the transverse structure of the internal tide radiating west from the Luzon Strait affect the steepening process described above? This issue is being explored using the rotating Kadomstev-Petviasvilli (KPf) equation
which is an extension of the Ostrovsky equation for weak transverse (y) effects. Figure 4 shows example numerical solutions of (2) for an initial condition that is sinusoidal in x with a Gaussian shape in 7 with width scale W. The calculation uses coefficients of (2) waves is inhibited as W is decreased until for PF = 7 there are no waves at the time shown in the figures (about 2.3 days in the SCS). This work is now being finalized for publication (Helfrich, in prep.) .
IMPACT FOR SCIENCE
The ubiquitous nature of large amplitude internal solitary waves in the world's coastal oceans and marginal seas is clear from observations. These waves are can have significant effects on coastal mixing through breaking as they propagate and shoal, and they may also lead to substantial horizontal mass transport. Since the waves are frequently generated through the radiation of an internal tide by barotropic tidal flow over localized topography (as is apparently the case at in the Luzon Strait), this work will help understand what fraction of the energy put in at the tidal frequency ends up as internal solitary waves, the space and time scales for that transformation, and the characteristics of the resulting solitary-like waves.
RELATIONSHIPS TO OTHER PROGRAMS
This project was part of the IWISE DRI. It is also closely related to the Pi's collaboration on the ONR MURI on Integrated Oceanographic, Atmospheric, and Acoustic Physics titled: "Integrated Modeling and Analysis of Physical Oceanographic and Acoustic." In that project, the PI is responsible for efforts to integrate reduced-dynamics wave models into regional hydrostatic coastal circulation models for the estimation of internal wave conditions and their effect on acoustic propagation. Some of the basic wave dynamics work funded by this grant is directly applicable to the MURI effort.
